What is MoveX?
MoveX is a web 3.0 fitness & lifestyle Mobile App that implements the Move 2
Earn + Drive to Earn concept.
Features Drives to Earn & Move to Earn!
MoveX is a web3 fitness and lifestyle mobile app with SocialFi & Gamefi elements
where you can generate passive income just by movement like Walking, Running,
Cycling, Riding and Driving!!
We are pioneered in Drive to Earn, the first of its kind.

How MoveX is Unique?
EDGE on others products out there in the Market!
•

•

People maintain their fitness and do workouts everyday, so do they DRIVE
everyday. so there's maximum chances to earn most of the day without
jeopardizing their daily routines.
While using MoveX app users will be able to use multiples MODES
throughout day which will provide them opportunity to earn and maximize
their profit through out the day!

MoveX strives to make history and revolutionize the Web3 through their UNIQUE
Product!!

Mission
MoveX sets out a clear vision towards people to adopt a healthy and active lifestyle.
Users can earn money in a healthy way. To achieve the mission MoveX brings the

elements of GameFi and socialFi through the Mobile App which interacts with Web3
application.
MoveX provides opportunity to enter Move to earn & Drive to Earn galaxy with low
cost entry. By having just one NFT anyone can start generating passive income by
movement like Walking, Running, Cycling, Riding and Driving!!
MoveX strives to make history and revolutionize the Web3 through their UNIQUE
Product!!

Key Features
Low cost Entry.
MoveX is designed in a such way which provides excellent opportunity to maintain
their lifestyle and daily work routine while earning decent amount of real money.
Below are the few key features!
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Low Cost Entry.
Multiple modes to earn Real Cash throughout the Day.
Fitness & Lifestyle.
GameFi & Social Fi.
Stable Income Stream.

Providing users essential dailylife movement & fitness activities through Movex App
enables mass adoption to web 3.0 in the most convenient and effective way.

Sneak Peak of SNEAKER NFT

Game Modes
User needs at least 1 NFT from any MODE to start.
Once you own the NFT, you can start using App, participate in the game and earn our
in-game cryptocurrency MXR. App have four modes.
1.
2.
3.
4.

walking/Running
Cycling
Riding (Motorbike)
Driving (car)

with MXR tokens, users can do the following in-game activities:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Upgrade your NFT
Unlock features and rewards
Repair your NFT (with respective to the MODE)
Virtual Breed your NFT
Reset your NFT to sell on the marketplace
Sell the Rewards tokens.

Token Allocation

Governance Token – MoveX
MoveX is developed as the governance token of the MoveX Metaverse.
Total supply: 5,000,000,000 MoveX
Contract address: 0x1bD8F7db38E3657b072c8F214CB83fbD7b99D46c
There will 0% tax on buy and 0% tax on sell.

KYC
Doxxed.

Official Website
https://movx.club

Twitter
https://twitter.com/movxclub

Telegram
https://t.me/movxclub

